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Abstract 
Tourism demand is the basis on which all commercial decisions concerning tourism ultimately depend. 
Accurate estimation of tourism demand is essential for the tourism industry because it can help reduce 
risk and uncertainty as well as effectively provide basic information for better tourism planning. The 
purpose of this study is to develop the optimal forecasting model that yields the highest accuracy when 
compared to the forecast performances of three different methods, namely Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN), Exponential Smoothing, and Box-Jenkins methods for forecasting monthly inbound tourist 
flows to Croatia. Prior studies have been applied to forecast tourism demand to Croatia based on time 
series models and casual methods. However, the monthly and comparative tourism demand forecasting 
studies using ANNs are still limited, and this paper aims to fill this gap. The number of monthly foreign 
tourist arrivals to Croatia covers the period between January 2005-December 2019 data were used to 
build optimal forecasting models. Forecasting performances of the models were measured by Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) statistics. As a result of the experiments carried out, when compared 
to the forecasting performances of various models, 12 lagged ANN models, which have [4-3-1] 
architecture, were seen to perform best among all models applied in this study. Considering both the 
empirical findings obtained from this study and previous studies on tourism forecasting, it can be seen 
that ANN models that do not have any negativities (such as over-training, faulty architecture, etc.) 
produce successful forecasting results when compared with results generated by conventional statistical 
methods.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Travel and tourism, which is one of the world's largest economic sectors, create jobs, leads to 

exports, and creates prosperity worldwide. In the annual analysis of the "Global Economic Impact of 
Travel & Tourism" published by World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), the sector was shown to 
constitute 10.3 % of global GDP and 330 million jobs or 10 % of total employment in 2019. According 
to the results of research conducted by WTTC and Oxford Economics, the travel and tourism industry 
grew by 3.5% in 2019, showing that it has surpassed the global economy (2.5%) for the ninth consecutive 
year. In the past five years, one of four new jobs in the world has been created by the tourism industry. 
This has made the tourism industry the best partner for governments to create jobs (WTTC, 2020). With 
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its advantageous location and natural beauty, Croatia has become an important tourism destination in 
international tourism. The wars and conflicts that took place in the former Yugoslavia in the 90s seriously 
affected both the demand for international tourism and the tourism infrastructure, but in the last 20 years, 
tourism has started to rise again. Incoming tourism is an important economic activity for Croatia and is 
the main source of export revenues. International tourists' spending in Croatia accounts for almost 20% 
of GDP - the largest share in the EU. Croatia has a typical "sea, sand, sun" tourism that concentrates on 
the coastal regions during the summer months (Orsini & Pletikosa, 2019).  

Under increasingly competitive circumstances, government officials, administrators and 
practitioners in tourism sector are faced with the requirement of forecasting tourist flows for effectual 
planning. Tourism demand forms the starting point of all business decisions regarding the tourism sector. 
Forecasting future tourism flows constitute an essential ingredient in tourism planning. Identifying, 
modelling and forecasting future tourist flows are critical aspects for tourism decision makers to ensure 
the short and long-term success of tourism services and destinations. Tourism demand forecasts are one 
of the factors that tourism businesses need in planning activities to be carried out by local and general 
public administrations. As in other economic sectors, reliable and accurate forecasts are needed in the 
tourism sector. According to Song and Turner (2006), the success of tourism enterprises depends to a 
large extent on the state of tourism demand. One of the most important problems that business managers 
face is the failure of meeting the market demand. Lack of inventory capability in tourism services makes 
demand forecasts in this sector more important. This lack of ability to store services is due to the 
perishability of services and their simultaneous production and consumption. Because the instability and 
seasonal fluctuations in demand make it difficult for businesses operating in the tourism sector to make 
an ideal balance between supply and demand. In many other sectors of the economy, this balance can be 
established by storing and keeping the products (Saayman & Saayman, 2010). However, this is not 
possible for tourism in the services sector. For example, it is not possible to store a hotel room or an 
airplane seat which cannot be sold for later sale. Due to the fact that tourism demand plays a key role as 
the determinant of business profitability, demand forecasts for the future play a very important role in 
planning operations (Goh & Law, 2011). Tourism demand modelling and forecasting studies have gained 
importance since the inception of tourism studies as an academic field and with the understanding of the 
effects of tourism on national economies (Dogru & Sirakaya-Turk, 2018). Therefore, researchers, 
practitioners and governments recognize the need for demand forecasts in tourism. Recognizing the 
importance of accurate forecasts for the tourism industry, both short- and long-term forecasting 
techniques have been widely applied in international tourism flows reported in empirical studies 
published with empirical findings. Tourism demand forecasting uses various measures. Examples of these 
are the number of tourists arriving the country, the number of visitors staying in the accommodation 
establishments, the number of overnight stays, tourist expenditure and the occupancy rates. However, 
the most frequently used measure is tourist arrivals (Fretchling, 2001; Lim, 2006; Song et al. 2010; Höpken 
et al. 2020). According to many authors such as Law & Pine (2004); Kon & Turner (2005); Song & Li 
(2008); Peng et al. (2014); Önder (2017); Höpken et al. (2020) and Zhang et al. (2020), in the tourism 
forecasts, there is no single method that produces the best results in all cases; the results will vary 
according to the method and model to be used, the characteristics of the data set, the number of 
observations and the estimated period, and that many researchers working in this field have agreed on. 
In other words, there is no magic model or method that can produce the best result in every situation. 
Based on this approach, the purpose of this study is to develop the optimal forecasting model that yields 
the highest accuracy when compared the forecast performances of three different methods namely 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Exponential Smoothing and Box-Jenkins methods for forecasting 
monthly inbound tourist flows to Croatia. Prior studies have been applied to forecast tourism demand to 
Croatia based on time series models, such as exponential smoothing and extrapolative methods 
(Baldigara, 2013), ARIMA (Baldigara & Mamula, 2015), ARAR (Apergis et al., 2015) and ARFIMA 
(Bahovec & Erjavec, 1999), ARDL method (Mervar & Payne, 2007), casual methods, such as regression, 
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VAR and GARCH models (Tica & Kožić, 2015). However, the monthly and comparative tourism 
demand forecasting studies using ANNs are still limited and this paper aims to fill this gap. In light of 
the existing forecasting literature with respect to tourism in Croatia, it can be said that this study is the 
one of the limited studies to build and compare ANN models in modelling and forecasting tourism 
demand to Croatia. Having introduced the emphasis of demand forecasting in tourism and research 
objectives, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next section describes the research 
methodology. Section 3 describes the data employed in the study as well as research design. Thereafter, 
forecasting performances of alternative methods and models are compared and the empirical findings 
are presented. In the last section, the implications and contributions of the research and suggestions for 
future research are included. 
 
 

2. Data and Method 
 

In the following subtitles, explanations about data analysis and forecasting methods used in the 
study are included. 

 
 
2.1. Data Analysis 

 
In the study, international tourist arrivals were taken as the measure of inbound tourism demand 

and the number of monthly foreign tourist arrivals to Croatia cover the period between January 2005-
December 2019 data were used to build optimal forecasting models. Data were obtained from the 
Croatian Bureau of Statistics web site. The Croatian Bureau of Statistics takes over the data on tourist 
traffic (number of incoming tourists and number of nights) and accommodation capacities from the 
Croatian National Tourist Board, extracting them from the e-Visitor system, statistically processing and 
publishing them on the institution's website. Tourist arrival is the number of persons (tourists) who 
arrived and registered their stay in an accommodation establishment. (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2020). 
In the study, monthly data was preferred to be analysed in more detail by considering seasonal, trend and 
other time series features. In the study firstly, the time series characteristics of the data used were analysed 
and the time series components that were effective on the data were determined. In the following stage, 
analyses were carried out to create forecasting models suitable for the structure of the data from the 
Exponential Smoothing, Box-Jenkins and ANN methods. In the process of determining the appropriate 
model, the smoothing constants that minimize the mean of error squares for exponential smoothing 
models, Autocorrelation (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation functions (PACF) and Bayes Information 
Criteria (BIC) for Box-Jenkins models were taken into consideration. When constructing appropriate 
ANN models, different time delays in the input layer and the instantaneous data values are used in the 
output layer. For ANN models, parameters and parameter values that will minimize the prediction error 
produced by the model were used. It was determined which method produced more successful results 
by comparing the estimated values produced by the models with the number of foreign tourist arrivals 
realized. Forecasting performances of the applied methods were measured by the "Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error (MAPE)" statistic. The mathematical expression of MAPE is as follows: 

 
 where:  
  (𝑒𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡 − �̂�𝑡) 

𝑦𝑡 = Value of the observation at time t,  
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�̂�𝑡 =  Fitted value for the observation at time t, 
n is the length of forecast horizon. 
In the evaluation of alternative models, if the MAPE statistic value is below 10 %, it is accepted 

as a high accuracy, good accuracy between 10-20 %, reasonable accuracy between 20-50 % and an 
unsuccessful estimate over 50% (Lewis, 1982).  

 
 

2.2. Analysis of Time Series Properties of Data 
 
The time graph of the foreign tourist arrivals data from January 2005 to December 2019 is given 

in Figure 1. When the graph is analysed, it is seen that the data is influenced by seasonal fluctuations 
together with a positive trend. In general, seasonal fluctuations reached the highest values in August of 
consecutive years, while the lowest in January. 

 
Figure 1. Time Series Graph of Monthly Foreign Tourist Arrivals in Croatia 

 

 
Source: Own calculation on the basis of data from Croatian Bureau of Statistics. 

 
 

Table 1. Model Summary of Trend Analysis 
 

Equation Model Summary Parameter Estimates 

 R Square F Df Sig. Constant b1 b2 

Linear .059 11,066 1 .001 476784,929 5047,364  

Logarithmic .041 7,591 1 .006 -40152,091 (ln) 231151,554  

Quadratic .064 6,007 2 .003 651585,334 -715,286 31,838 

Exponential .059 11,189 1 .001 229411,639 .007  

Source: Own calculations. 

In order to determine the forecasting models suitable for the structure of the data used in the 
study, trend analyses in different forms (linear and non-linear) were performed. As a result of the applied 
trend analyses, the data showed a positive trend. It was observed that the F tests performed to test the 
statistical significance of various linear and non-linear (Logarithmic, Quadratic, and Exponential) trend 
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analyses were statistically significant at the significance level of 0.05. The model summary of the trend 
analyses are given in Table 1.  

Similarly, in order to determine the seasonal effects in the data used in the study, seasonal 
decomposition analysis was applied by using the "ratio to moving average" method, also called X-12 
ARIMA in the literature. The seasonal factor values given in Table 2 reveal that the data are influenced 
by the seasonal component that repeats every twelve months.  

 
Table 2. Seasonal Factor Values of the Data 

 

Period Seasonal Factor Values (%) Period Seasonal Factor Values (%) 

January 7.0 July 309.8 

February 8.6 August 333.2 

March 17.6 September 139.9 

April 53.2 October 48.0 

May 91.6 November 13.1 

June 166.8 December 11.3 

Source: Own calculations 

 
As can be seen in Table 2, the seasonal pattern is formed by reaching the lowest value in January 

of each year and the highest value in August. 

 
 
2.3. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 

 
Experiments and researches in the field of science, natural and engineering sciences regarding the 

brain structure have opened a horizon in modelling the information processing processes of the human 
brain and have led to the development of systems that mimic the working principles of the human brain. 
The smallest element of the human brain is nerve cells. Nerve cells perform their information processing 
activities in a group, not alone. Recently, ANN-based models have been one of the most important non-
parametric methods proposed for time series forecasting. ANN is defined as a structure consisting of 
several interconnected units or artificial nerve cells that mimic biological neural networks (Chen et al., 
2007). According to another definition, ANNs are complex systems that are created in the form of 
artificial nerve cells (neurons), which are compared to biological neurons in the human brain, to form 
connections with each other at different effect levels. Artificial neurons come together to form ANN. 
Neurons are composed of five main elements: input connections, weights, addition function, activation 
function and output connections. The basic element of an ANN is the neuron as shown in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, (𝑥𝑖) represents inputs, (𝑤𝑖𝑗) weights, (𝜃𝑗) threshold value, (f) activation function and 

(𝑦𝑖) output. In the information processing continuum, information input from the outside world to the 

neuron takes place first through the input connections (𝑥1, 𝑥2, … . 𝑥𝑖). Information entry to a neuron 

from other neurons is done by multiplying by a weight(𝑤1𝑗, 𝑤2𝑗, … , 𝑤𝑖𝑗) with a value between (-1) and 

(+1). In the next step, the information multiplied by weights is passed through an activation function (f) 

to obtain the output (𝑦𝑖) (Golam & Hasin, 2013). The activation function is briefly the mechanism for 
converting input signals to output signals for each process element. There are generally three layers in an 
ANN: input layer with interactive neurons, output layer and hidden layer(s). As can be seen in Figure 3, 
the first layer in the ANN is the input (also called the input) layer, which functions to receive external 
data from the artificial neural network.  
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Figure 2. Basic Elements of an Artificial Neuron 
 

 
Source: Golam & Hasin, (2013) 

 
Figure 3. An ANN model 

 

 
Source: Çuhadar et al. (2013). 

 
The input layer is the first layer in ANN, and serves to network the data from the outside world. 

The input layer consists of data from variables that are assumed to be related to the problem being solved. 
Therefore, the number and quality of neurons in the input layer are shaped according to the variables 
that affect the problem. The last layer in the ANN is the output layer that performs the function of 
exporting the processed information. The layer between the input and output layers is called the hidden 
layer. Neurons in the hidden layer do not interact with the outside world, they take the task of receiving 
the signals from the input layer and transmit them to the output layer. ANNs are trained by learning a 
problem through the datasets shown to it. Training of ANNs, in other words the learning of the network 
is the process of updating the connection weights to fulfil a function expected by the user. The most 
used method in the literature for updating ANN parameters is the "Back Propagation" algorithm. Over 
the years, ANN architectures and models such as MLP, RBF, Hopfield, Jordan, Elman, Kohonen SOM, 
which are suitable for use in different fields, have been developed. The most widely used ANN 
architecture for predictive purposes in the social sciences and tourism forecasting field is the back 
propagation-feed forward Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) model (Wong et al. 2000; Zhang & Qi, 2005; 
Song & Li, 2008; Moreno et al. 2011; Teixeira & Fernandes, 2012; Bayramoğlu & Başarir, 2018). MLP 
model is very popular because it is widely applicable in solving business related problems such as 
prediction, classification and modelling (Smith, 2002). In the use of MLP models for forecasting, 
determining the network architecture is especially important issue. In the literature, it is stated that 
network architectures with a single hidden layer are sufficient in estimating time series. The inputs to be 
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presented to the network are among the lagged observations (𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡−3, 𝑦𝑡−12 … . 𝑦𝑡−𝑁) of the data set 

used; output consists of original (𝑦𝑡) observation values. The relationship between the output value and 
the inputs is as follows: 

              𝑦𝑡 = 𝑤0 + ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑓 (𝑤0𝑗 + ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑦𝑡−𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

) + 𝑒𝑡

𝑝

𝑗=1

 

In this equation, 𝑤𝑗, 𝑣𝑖𝑗  represents the weight values between neurons, p represents the number 

of neurons in the hidden layer and f is the activation function used in the hidden layer. The most used 

activation functions are sigmoid 𝑓(𝑥) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑥
 and hyperbolic tangent 𝑓(𝑥) =

𝑒𝑥−𝑒−𝑥

𝑒𝑥+𝑒−𝑥
 functions. 

(Egrioglu et al., 2017). 
 
The basic decisions to be taken regarding an ANN model for forecasting and modelling are data 

preparation, input variable selection, network type and architecture selection, transfer function and 
determination of training algorithm, model selection, evaluation and verification. In modelling the data 
used in the study with ANN, the forecasting performances of alternative ANN architectures created 
using different data sets were analysed. 160 observations of the current 180-month data are grouped as 
training and 20 observations are grouped as test data. In the input layer of each network established for 

trial purposes, different time delayed tourist arrival observations ).......,,( 1231 ktttt yyyy −−−−
 

recommended for the prediction of monthly time series were used, and the original observation values 

)( ty were used in the output layer. The data was normalized in the range [0:1] before keying into the 

computer using the equation below, 
 

                       
 Where:  

=0x  original values,  

=nx  normalized values,  

=minx  the lowest number included in the data, and 

=maxx  the biggest number included in the data.  

 
In order for Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) networks to be used for forecasting, the structure of 

the network must be determined. The process of determining the network structure briefly includes the 
processes of determining how many layers the network will consist of, how many processing elements 
will be in each layer, and which transfer function these process elements will have. Within the scope of 
the study, model alternatives created with 3, 4 and 5 layer architectures were tried. The learning process 
of MLP network was realized by presenting the training data to the network. The implementation of the 
method was carried out with the Neural Network Toolbox of the "MATLAB – Simulink (version: 
r2019a)" computer program. The stop limit of the training process of the established networks was 
determined as 10,000 iterations for each trial. In the ANN application performed, the predictive 
performances of candidate ANN models with 12 lagged datasets in the input layer and various number 
of neurons (1-7) in the hidden layer were examined. Since there is no generally accepted rule in the 
literature to determine the number of neurons in hidden layers, the network has been trained with 
different neuron number alternatives. In the process of modelling the data with alternative multi-layered 
ANN structures, all the different ANN architectures were tested using the data determined subsequently 
for testing purposes. The forecasting performances of models for different architectures were examined 
by comparing the generated forecast values as a result of the test process with real observation values. 

minmax

min0
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xx
xn

-
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As a consequence of several attempts, it has been observed that 12 lagged Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
model which has [4-3-1] architecture has showed best forecasting performance. During the training of 
the ANN model, the connection weights were updated with the "back propagation" method. The 
"Logarithmic Sigmoid" algorithm was used as the activation function and the "Levenberg-Marquardt" 
algorithm was used as the training function.  
 
 
2.4. Exponential Smoothing  

 
The exponential smoothing method consists of different application options in which the 

estimates are constantly updated, considering the recent changes in the data. In the Exponential 
smoothing method, the weighted averages of past period values are calculated and included in the models 
as the estimated value of the future periods. The working principle of this method is that more recent 
data and observations are more important than the effect of very old observations or data (Yaffee, & 
McGee, 2000). Holt-Winter's seasonal exponential smoothing method is suitable for modelling and 
estimating data containing trend and seasonal effects. The equations used in the calculation of the 
Multiplicative-Seasonal Holt-Winter's method are given below (Makridakis et al., 1998). 

Level: ))(1()( 1−− −+−= tsttt LSYL                

Seasonal: 
sttttt SLYS −−+−= )1()(         

Forecast: 
msttmt SLF +−+ +=               

In the given equations; 

  Season length, 

The general level of the series in the t period, 

Trend component,  

Seasonal component, 

m forecasting value for the next period, 

(level), (trend), (season) smoothing constants. 

Since the data used in the study are under the influence of seasonal fluctuation and seasonal 
patterns have different magnitudes in periods, "Multiplicative-Seasonal" models were applied in practice, 
and additive models were not included in the analyses. In order to determine the appropriate model, 
statistical significance of t-tests belonging to parameter estimates of the models, error squares and MAPE 
values of the "Simple Seasonal, Multiplicative-Seasonal Exponential Trend, Multiplicative-Seasonal, 
Damped Trend and Multiplicative-Seasonal Linear Trend (Holt-Winter's)" models were examined. As a 
result of the evaluations, it was seen that the optimum exponential smoothing model is the 
"Multiplicative-Seasonal Holt-Winter's" model for the series. In the model, season factor values obtained 
by seasonal decomposition are used as seasonal factors. Model summary is given in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Exponential Smoothing Model Parameters 

 

Parameter Estimate SE t Sig. 

Alpha (Level) .041 .011 3.674 .000 

Gamma (Trend) .005 .001 4.083 .000 

Delta (Season) .998 .074 13.498 .000 

Source: Own calculations. 

=S

=tL

=tb

=tS

=+mtF
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Initial values of the model are calculated as follows: 
LS = 608,437.68155 (Level) 
BS = 4,814.28919 (Trend) 
 
 

2.5. Box-Jenkins Method 
 

The Box-Jenkins approach is a well-established and commonly used method, especially in short 
and medium-term time series forecasting. It is an assumption of the method that the data set applied in 
this method, which provides successful results in short and medium term modelling and prediction 
studies, is a discrete and stationary data set consisting of observation values with equal time intervals. The 
basic principle of the Box-Jenkins methodology is based on its value in any period of time series, a 
combination of past observations and error terms (Gaspareniene, 2018). Since Box-Jenkins models can 
only be used in stationary series, stationary condition is important in determining the appropriate model 
group (Anvari et al., 2016). Data used in practice, especially financial and economic data, often do not 
meet stationary conditions. The stationarity of this type of data is disrupted by trend, season and cyclical 
fluctuations and random factors. In general, the expression of the ARIMA (p.d.q) model is as follows: 

 

The tendency of time series, which consist of values observed in weekly, monthly or quarterly 
time periods, to reach the highest and lowest level in the same periods of successive years or months, 
indicates the presence of the seasonal component in the data. The representation of the seasonal ARIMA 
model is ARIMA (p,d,q)(P,D,Q)S or simply SARIMA. Here, P represents the degree of seasonal auto 
regression (SAR), D represents the number of seasonal differences, Q is the order of the seasonal moving 
average (SMA) model, and S is the seasonal period. Seasonal ARIMA model in P, D and Q orders with 
back shift processor is expressed as: 

             𝛷𝑝(𝐵𝑠)∆𝑠
𝐷𝑦𝑡 = 𝛩𝚀(𝐵𝑠)𝜀𝑡 

In this model, ∆S represents the seasonal difference operator and S is the seasonal period, and S 
= 12 for monthly data and S = 4 for quarterly data. In the model, the operator ∆D specifies the degree 
(D) of the seasonal difference of the data. Non-stationary data is transformed into stationary data with 

the differencing process indicated by∆𝑆
𝐷.  The term 𝛷𝑝 in the model refers to the seasonal auto regression 

(SAR) parameter, 𝛩𝚀 is the seasonal moving average (SMA) parameter, and 𝑦𝑡 is the non-stationary series. 

The Box-Jenkins method uses a four-step, and iterative process to determine a suitable model among the 
candidate model options. These stages are briefly; model identification, parameter estimation, diagnostic 
control and forecasting. The method, combines autoregressive, moving average differencing/integration 
procedures and finally tests the model for statistical validity. In the model selection, factors such as the 
fact that the data meet the conditions of stationarity and whether they are affected by the seasonal 
component are determinants. The basic strategy in the model building process is based on the principle 
of "parsimony" (Moeeni & Bonakdari, 2016). Therefore, it is essential to determine the time series 
characteristics of the data used first in the modelling and prediction process with the Box-Jenkins method, 
and to create candidate models suitable for the characteristics of the data and the most appropriate and 
statistically significant model among them. As multiple candidate models can be identified and predicted 
satisfactorily, certain criteria must be applied to select the final Box-Jenkins model. The model criteria 
selection step includes: (1) statistical significance of predicted parameters, (2) residual sum of squares, (3) 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or Schwarz Bayesian Information Criteria (SBC or BIC). 

In the application of the Box-Jenkins method, firstly, the stationarity of the data was tested. The 
stationarity analysis of the data was carried out with the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. As a result 

qtqtttptpttt wwww −−−−−− −−−−++++=  ........ 22112211
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of the ADF analysis, it was determined that there is a high association between neighbouring seasonal 
observations in the series and the series is out of stationary. As a result of the analysis, the trend 
stationarity has been provided by taking the first-order seasonal (D=1) difference. Natural logarithm was 
taken to ensure variance stationarity. The orders of model processes were determined by analysing the 
auto correlation (ACF) and partial auto correlation (PACF) functions calculated from the data. As a result 
of the attempts to establish various models, it was determined that the Box-Jenkins model suitable for 
the series is "Multiplicative-Seasonal (0,0,11)(0,1,1)12" model. The final parameter estimates of the 
determined model and the general summary of the model are given in Table 4. When the table is 
examined, it is seen that the t-tests of the parameter estimates in the final SARIMA model are significant 
at the 0.05 significance level.  

 
Table 4. Summary of SARIMA Model 

 

Variable Estimate Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant 0.074 0.008 9.650 0.0000 

MA(11) -0.550 0.074 -7.422 0.0000 

SMA(1) 0.356 0.078 4.552 0.0000 

R-squared 0.993 Schwarz Bayes Criterion 23.035 

F-statistic 81.1478 Prob. (F-statistic) 0.000000 

Seasonal Differencing: 1 
Non-Seasonal 
Differencing: 0 

Transformation: Natural Logarithm 

Source: Own calculations. 

 
After model determination and parameter estimates, residues of the model were analysed. The 

Ljung-Box (Q*) statistics were computed for checking residuals. The Ljung-Box statistics, for the seasonal 
series calculating as follows: 

  
It is a diagnostic measure of white noise for a time series, assessing whether there are patterns in 

a group of autocorrelations under the hypotheses:  

H0: ACFs are not significantly different than white noise ACFs (i.e., ACFs = 0). 

H1: ACFs are statistically different than white noise ACFs (i.e., ACFs  0).  

In the calculations made for the 12th, 24th and 36th delays of the model's series of residuals, it 
was found to be Q* < X2, therefore, null hypothesis of 0.05 significance level was accepted. The calculated 
Q* statistics show that there is no significant auto correlation between the model's residuals; confirms 
that the series has a random process and therefore the suitability of the determined model. 

 
 

3. Empirical Findings 
 
The empirical results of the forecasting performances of ANN, Holt-Winter's Exponential 

Smoothing and Box-Jenkins ARIMA models examined are given in Table 5. The ex-post forecasting 
performances of different forecasting models indicated that Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)-ANN model 
outperforms the other models with the smallest MAPE of 6.52. According to the criteria proposed by 
Lewis, it can be said that all applied models successfully produce high accuracy estimates, since the MAPE 
values of each model are less than 10%. Low MAPE indicates that the deviations between the predicted 
values obtained from the model and the actual values are very small. 
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Table 5. Accuracy Comparisons of Forecasting Models 

 

Forecast Model MAPE (%) 

[4-3-1] architecture Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 6.52 

SARIMA(0,0,11)(0,1,1)12 7.49 

Holt-Winter's Multiplicative-Seasonal 7.70 
Source: Own calculations 

 
When the results of the forecasting accuracy of each model tested in the study are examined, it is 

possible to say that all the applied models produce highly successful forecasting results. As stated earlier, 
in the classification in the prediction modelling literature, models with 50% MAPE statistic value are 
misidentified models, models with 20% margin of error are models with acceptable accuracy, and models 
with 10% or less error margin are classified as highly accurate models.  

 
Figure 4. Time Graph of Inbound Tourist Flows Series and ANN Forecasts 

 

 
Source: Own calculations 

The Box-Jenkins ARIMA method has been successfully applied in time series forecasting studies 
due to its advantages such as following a gradual path in achieving the most appropriate solution, 
controlling the candidate model studied at all levels, providing the opportunity to model according to the 
characteristics of the data and especially the short and medium term prediction successes have been 
revealed through the studies conducted. Similarly, Holt-Winter's seasonal exponential smoothing method 
has also been successfully applied to modelling data under the influence of the trend and seasonal 
component. However, the model with the lowest margin of error among all tested models is the ANN 
model. ANNs can learn and generalize the nonlinear patterns in the data and thus create solutions with 
a reasonable margin of error for the problems that they have not encountered before (Kolkova, 2020; 
Vrbka, 2020). These findings reveal the ability of ANNs, a machine learning technique, to learn complex 
and nonlinear models effectively, which is a clear advantage over linear models. For this reason, ANN is 
also known as a successful method in forecasting time series. Considering both the empirical findings 
obtained from this study and previous studies on tourism forecasting, it can be seen that ANN models 
that do not have any negativities (such as over-training, faulty architecture) produce successful forecasting 
results when compared with results generated by conventional statistical methods. 
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The time graph of the original foreign tourist arrivals series with the forecasted observation values 
generated by Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ANN model is given in Figure 4. When the chart is examined, 
it is seen that the forecasted values series is in harmony with the real values series and the deviations 
remain at a very small level. These results demonstrate that constructed Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
model of [4-3-1] architecture can be successfully applied in forecasting future (ex-ante) tourist flows to 
Croatia. 

 
4. Conclusions and Implications 

 
Travel and tourism, one of the world's major economic sectors, contributes significantly to GDP, 

creates employment, and contributes to the economic welfare of countries with its invisible export effect. 
Despite the various crises and adversities experienced, tourism has been among the rapidly growing 
sectors in the world in recent years. As a result of this growth, the tourism sector has gained a monetary 
and mass feature today. Therefore, many developed or developing countries attract international visitors 
in an increasing global competitive environment; providing foreign exchange input, which is a factor in 
their development and growth; it is in a fierce competition for increasing international tourism revenues 
and opening new business opportunities. As in many developing countries, the tourism sector is one of 
the driving forces of the economy in Croatia. Tourism demand forecasts are one of the factors they need 
for the future planning of the enterprises operating in the tourism sector, governments and local 
management bodies. In order to accurately administrate production planning, pricing, promotion and 
strategic marketing programs, labour and capital resources, accurate and reliable demand forecasts are 
needed. In fact, forecasting is a significant part of the whole planning process in the tourism sector. 
Accurate estimation of tourism demand is important for the tourism industry because it can help reduce 
risk and uncertainty as well as effectively provide basic information for better tourism planning. Tour 
operators, travel agencies, hospitality businesses, airlines and other sectors associated with the tourism 
industry also need reliable demand forecasts to plan their business strategies and operations.  Tourism 
forecasts are also used for predicting traffic flows, occupancy rates, visitor spending, for new operations 
and budget planning. Modelling and forecasting studies in tourism has a history of more than half a 
century and is one of the long-standing areas of research in tourism economics. However, forecasting is 
often carried out under uncertain conditions, so modelling and forecasting developments in tourism is a 
difficult task for both practitioners and academics. From a practical forecast perspective in the tourism 
industry under uncertainty, the need for short-term tourist arrival estimates is becoming increasingly 
important. This study employs Artificial Neural Networks, Box-Jenkins and Exponential Smoothing 
methods for forecasting monthly tourist arrivals via the model providing the highest accuracy. The 
forecasting performances of various models used in the study indicated that Multilayer Perceptron 
Feedforward (MLP) ANN model outperforms the Box-Jenkins and Exponential Smoothing models with 
the smallest MAPE. The ANN's has been successfully used for modelling and forecasting demand in a 
number of fields such as tourism, manufacturing, finance and aviation sectors. ANN is basically a 
technology used for prediction, clustering, classification and warning against abnormal patterns. The 
ability to learn examples is one of the most prominent features of neural networks in applications. 
Considering the results obtained not only with this study but also with many studies, it was observed that 
problem-free ANN models such as over-training and structural failures generate predictions close to real 
values. Study results are practically high. Due to the perishable nature of tourism services, accurate and 
reliable forecasts are of great importance for stakeholders and decision makers in the tourism industry. 
The contributions of this study to the literature can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the number of 
studies which modelling and forecasting monthly inbound tourism demand to Croatia by ANNs and 
conventional methods are still limited and this study aims to fill this gap. Secondly, when the tourism 
demand forecasts for 2020 are produced by the help of the model developed, it will be enlightening to 
reveal possible losses due to the Covid-19 outbreak, which continues its impact worldwide. 
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Forecasting is often carried out under uncertain conditions, so modelling and forecasting 
developments in tourism is a difficult task for both practitioners and academics. The epidemic of "New 
Type Coronary Virus (Covid-19)", which emerged in China and spread throughout the world, started to 
have profound effects on the tourism sector. According to World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 
2020), 209 countries in the world imposed travel restrictions as a precaution against the epidemic between 
January 2020 and 6 April 2020, this number corresponds to 96% of all destinations in the world. Travel 
restrictions, which countries have started to implement, have brought tourism and related transportation 
activities to a halt. In the press release of the UNWTO on 7 May 2020, it was stated that the number of 
tourists in the world decreased by 22 percent in the first three months of 2020 compared to the same 
period of the previous year, and this decline may vary between 60 and 80% by the end of 2020. UNWTO 
made predictions based on three different scenarios prepared for 2020. Accordingly, if international 
travels start in July, 58% of the international travel market; 70% if it starts in September; It is predicted 
that it will shrink by 78% in case it is expected to start in December. Therefore, plans and programs 
prepared by different institutions can be revised in the light of the possible scenarios envisaged by the 
UNWTO. This study has some limitations, and some areas are open for future research. Firstly the study 
was carried out for modelling and forecasting inbound tourism demand and it can be extended to focus 
on both inbound and domestic tourism demand. Second, there are some alternative approaches that can 
be used in modelling and forecasting tourism demand. For academic studies to be prepared prospectively, 
comparative studies in which various methods of Artificial Intelligence such as Adaptive Neural Fuzzy 
Inference System (ANFIS), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithms 
together with the methods used in this study can be proposed to researchers. Additionally, comparing 
forecasting accuracy with other forecasting techniques and other accuracy measurement dimensions can 
yield beneficial results. Witt et al. (1992) argued that domestic tourism demand is less responsive than 
international (inbound and outbound) tourism demand to external factors such as exchange rate 
fluctuations, epidemic diseases and international political events, and therefore likely to be less volatile. 
Therefore, econometric methods that comparatively deal with the relationship of domestic and inbound 
tourism demand using other variables can be considered as additional extensions of this study. 
Considering the limited number of studies on modelling and forecasting tourism demand in Croatia, it 
can be said that the proposed studies will form the basis for the planning activities of the practitioners 
and public administrators operating in tourism sector and will contribute to filling the gap in field. 
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